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2 of 2 review helpful A story of LOVE By grandma War is cruel to all the participants whether they want to be in it it 
not This story tells the horror of what was experienced by two people No three people whose lives were forever 
changed How is it that people move on after such unspeakable trauma To survive they must To live on is to find the 
smallest glimmer of light that gives hope They will not forget but they Hodgkinson s portrait of the primal bond 
between mother and child leaves an indelible impression mdash The New York Times Book ReviewDebuting its first 
week on the New York Times bestseller list and earning comparisons to Sophie s Choice and Sarah s Key 22 Britannia 
Road is an astonishing first novel that powerfully chronicles one family s struggle to create a home in the aftermath of 
war With World War II fi com Best Books of the Month April 2011 By the end of World War II Silvana is a ghost of 
the wife Janusz once had She and their 7 year old son Aurek travel from Poland to England to reunite their family a 
family that has been separated f 
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